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ABSTRACT

Results of the analysis of stress data from full-
scale measurements on two C-4 type cargo vessels, the S. S.
Wolverine State and S. S. Hoosier State, are presented
in the form of histograms and cumulative distributions,
which together with previously analyzed full-scale data
cover a total of five years of normal ship operation in
the North Atlantic. In addition, results of analysis of
full-scale data are given for two additional ships, the
Mormaesean and the California Bea~. The latter two ships
represent higher speed types than the first twqand results
cover several different trade routes.

Two rational techniques are given for the extrap-
olation of full-scale data to longer periods of time, in
order to predict extreme bending stresses (or bending mo-
ments) in service. One of the techniques employs the inte-
gration of rms stress data from individual stress records;
the other makes use of the highest stresses obtained in
each record (extreme values). Both techniques involve the
the classification of data by severity of weather in order
to obtain greater generality of results. It is shown that
extrapolated trends from the two methods are similar but
reveal differences that warrant further investigation.

Recommendations are made for more data collection
from different ships on different routes, for investi-
gation of other statistical techniques, and for development
of methods for model predictions of long-term trends.
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INTRODUCTION

Background

The purpose of’the Ship Structure Committee project SR-171 has
been stated to be (l)+:”to‘fanalyzethe data on bending moment versus
sea state obtained on both full-scale ships in service and on ship
models with the objective of predicting the type and level of bendin~-
moment history that a ship will undergo throughout its life. This can
then serve as an important guide for ship design. tf

The work on this project is not complete, but it is the object of
this report to provide a progress report on work done to date toward
the above objective. Although direct assistance to the ship designer
is not yet provided, it is hoped that the completion of the project
will yield results that are indeed useful in ship design.

There has been a remarkable trend in recent years toward larger
tankers and bulk cargo carriers, as well as a steady increase in the
speed of general cargo ships. Questions have arisen as to the appli-’
cability of the old empirical standards of longitudinal stren@h to
these new ships, and a need has arisen for a more fundamental approach
to the design of ships for adequate longitudinal strength.

Longitudinal hull girder stresses arise primarily as the result
of the differences in fore and aft distribution of buoyancy and
weights. In many ships the bending moments can reach large values
even in still water, but such girder loadings can be readily calculated
by classical beam theory. A more elusive loading on the hull is that
induced by the waves encountered by the ship at sea.

In this report we shall consider only one of the many factors
involved in longitudinal strength -- wave-induced bending moment --
with the recognition that other factors, such as still water loads,
slamming stresses, temperature effects, and combined loads must not be
neglected. The wave bending moment is not a static quantity, and it
depends on the response of the ship to particular seas. Since the
seaway is constantly changing in a completely random and unpredictable
way, and since it has been shown by previous investigators that res-
ponse is affected by ship speed, heading, weight distribution, etc.,
it is obvious that a simple deterministic solution is not possible.

%umbers in parentheses refer to References listed at the end of
this report.

—
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Full-scale strain measurements on ships in service have been made
in various countries (2) (3) (4). Actual stress records have been
found to be very irregular, both within a single record and from one
record to another, because of the fluctuations in the waves encoun-
tered. Such records reveal that ships on rough weather routes occa-
sionally experience extremely high stress values. It will be shown
how records can be analyzed in the same way as the records of the
irregular surface of’ the sea and the frequency of occurrence of extreme
stresses predicted by the use of statistics and probability theory.

Probability Model

One of the fundamental philosophical problems in a statistical
approach to wave-induced bending moments is that one can never hope to
obtain a complete Iifels history of bending moment experienced by even
one ship. One is forced therefore to work with samples and then to
devise a probability model that fits the data satisfactorily and can
be extrapolated to much longer periods of time. As stated in (S),
this means that the appropriate philosophy of probability theory is
that predictions may be made of what is likely to happen in the future
on the basis of’statistical analysis of the past$ provided that condi-
tions remain unchanged.

The dif~iculty resulting from limited data has been partly over-
come by a decision of the Ship Research Committee to continue data
collection on the Wolverine State for a much longer period of time
than has been customary in other such data collection projects.
(Total period of time covered by records of the Wolverine State and
Hoosier State so far analyzed in this report was years. ) Thus, the
records obtained by Teledyne represent a particularly comprehensive
source of ship stress data. Furthermore, not only do they cover a
long period of’time but they consist of”actual magnetic tape records
that can be reduced in various ways. Earlier work of this type is
demonstrated in several reports in which time histories of stress on
several ship types have been analyzed (6) (7) (8).

Another principle adopted very early by all concerned with this
project, and the related data-collection project SR-153, was the iden-
tification of physical factors affecting bending moment that were not
random in nature. This permitted the data to be subdivided and the
statistical analysis applied to the random factors only. Some physical
factors known to affect the wave bending moment are as follows:

1. Ship loading condition -- cargo distribution and drafts.

2. Ship speed.

3* Ship heading.

4. Sea conditions encountered.

It was reco~nized that item .4was a factor of basic importance, since
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the bending moment statistics must depend greatly on the sea condi-
tions actually experienced by the ship during the sampling of bending
moment (stress) data. Furthermore, if different ships are to be com-
pared -- on the same or different routes -- any difference in weather
encountered by each would affect the comparison. (This was the diffi-
culty experienced by Johnson and Larkin (2) in comparing extensive
stress data on different ships.)

Classification by Weather

Accordingly, frm the beginning of project SR-1S3 a separation of

data on the basis of weather was introduced. Id@ally this classifica-
tion of data should have been based on wave heights, but it was felt
that the observed heights recorded in the logbooks could not be con-
sidered as reliable as the observed Beaufort Numbers representing wind
velocity. Hence, the classification was based on the Beaufort Scale.
The relationship between wind velocity and wave height must then be
considered on a statistical basis, since the wave build-up will lag
behind wind velocity as a storm approaches, and the wave decline will
also lag when the storm moves away. Furthermore, swell from previous
or distant storms will be independent of the local wind, and the back-
ground swell will vary seasonally, being more pronounced in winter
than in summer. Distant shores will also provide local sheltering
effect, as between the U.S. east coast and the Grand Banks on the
North Atlantic route. Ocean currents and relative sea-air temperatures
affect storm wave build-up, and shoalinp water over continental shelves
-- as at the approaches to the English Channel -- increases wave
steepness. So far all these factors have been lumped together in the
statistical treatment of the data based on Beaufoz’tlimber or wind
speed. Some more detailed study of logbooks and meteorological aaua
over selected periods might be enlightening.

Sample analyses of Wolverine State data indicated that the other
three physical factors mentioned above were of relatively minor impor-
tance. First, the shipls loading showed surprisingly small variations
from voyage to voyage, whereas model tests show that relatively large
changes are required to produce significant change in bending momenb.
Ship speed showed a consistent variation with weather severity, and
again model tests showed small effects on bending moment to result
from large speed changes. Finally, over a period of 11 voyages of the
Wolverine State, ship headings were found to be almost equally divided
around the compass (9). Initially it was decided not to attempt to
classify the data by heading, on the assumption that the resulting
variation would be random and that the statistical analysis would give
a satisfactory picture. However, it is felt that a limited analysis
of data classified by ship heading relative to the sea should be
carried out before the project is completed.

It has been pointed out that in addition to the familiar seasonal
variation in the severity of wind speed and wave height, there is also
a longer-term variation from year to year. Data on the frequency of
winds exceeding 33 knots in the North Atlantic (10) suggest the possi-
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bility of a 12-year cycle. At any rate, it appears that the weather
conditions were more severe in 1959-1962 than in 1951-1954. It is
fortunate that the data collection on the Wolverine State and Hoosier
State included the years of severe weather.

The above weather variability is another reason for classifying
stress data by weather in the analysis. When long-term trends are
corrected to average weather taken over many years, a direct compari-
son is possible between similar ships having data collection in
different years.

Generalization of Results

Another basic philosophical problem of ship bending moment data
collection is that no matter how good the results may be for the ship
or ships investigated, they can provide guidance only for the design
of other very similar ships. It was for this reason that the Ship
Research Committee decided to carry out comprehensive model tests of
several of the ships in the data collection program. (The work was
done at the Davidson Laboratory under project SR-165 for the Wolverine
State and more recently for the California Bear.) The hope has been
that some coordination between model and ship data would permit gener-
alization of results that would be useful to the ship designer.

Since then methods have been developed for predicting long-temn
distributions of bending moment from model test results and ocean wave
spectra, indicating what may be expected in a shipls lifetime. If’
it can be shown that predictions made from model test datiacan be
correlated with analysis and extrapolation of full-scale ship data,
then it should be possible to provide a general answer to the problem
of predicting wave loads for any ship for any period of time on any
sea route. Thus the collection of ship stress data is now viewed
primarily as a basis for evaluating methods of long-term prediction.
~~ork on methods of predicting long-term t~e~ds from model tests iS
also under way at Webb Institute under Project SR-171. Comparisons
of predicted \rends for the Wolverine Stat; with those obtained from
statistically analyzed ship stress data showed excellent agreement, as
previously reported (11). A new report including more recent results
for several ships is planned as a sequel to the present report (12).

Furthermore, considering the advance made in recent years in com-
puting ship response in regular waves theoretically (13) (14) (15), it
is hoped that such computational techniques will become sufficiently
satisfactory to reduce the number of required model tests in the
future, since model and full-scale data collection are time-consuming
and economically not always feasible.

This report is intended then to be a progress report on the ship
statistics analysis aspects of project SR-171. It will review the
manner in which the ship strain data are obtained by others and re-
duced for analysis, classified by weather severity. Then the histo-
gram type analysis of data will be described and results presented,
followed by the description of two methods of extrapolation of data
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to give long-term trends. After comparing the results by these methods,
tentative conclusions will be drawn and recommendations made for
further work.

The work has been carried out at Webb Institute of Naval Archi-
tecture under the sponsorship of the Ship Structure Committee, through
the Ship Research Committee. The project has been designated SR-171
!!Shipstatistics AnalYsis*”

I?ull-Scale Analyses

Results obtained on board several ships under normal service
conditions have been gathered by the Teledyne Materials Research
Company and results over the past five years analyzed at Webb Insti-
tute. Presently data from four ships representing three types
operating in three different sea areas have been collected and
analyzed, and analysis is continuing as further data become available.
previous publications (3) (~) (11) have partially covered the method
of analysis and some of the results obtained. ‘Thepresent report
extends the work to include alternative techniques of analysis and to
give additional results, all under Ship Structure Committee project
SR-171. Previously reported work is reviewed where necessary for
clarity.

All the data collection has been done on magnetic tape by the
Teledyne Materials Research Company of Waltharn, Massachusetts who
install, maintain and service the recording equipment as well as per-
form the initial reduction of the taped data. (SSC project SR-153.)

The most comprehensive data were obtained from the sister ships,
Hoosier State and Wolverine State, C4-5-P$ type machinery aft dry
cargo vessels, and the data have been analyzed for the years 1960-196~
in the North Atlantic route. Data collection is still continuing on
the Wolverine State. Records were also taken on the S.S. Mormacscan,
a machinery amidships dry cargo vessel, operating in both the North
Atlantic and the South American services. Data analyzed for about
three years (up to early 1967) allow a comparison to be made of
stresses experienced in the same sea area by different types of ships,
and on the same ship in different sea areas. The fourth ship ~or which
data have been collected is the California Bear, a Mariner type in the
North Pacific route. Data for only five voyages (up to early 1967)
have been analyzed. Collection of data on both the Mormacscan and the
California Bear terminated in mid-1968 and analysis is continuing.

For all the above ships strain data were recorded mainly as the
sum of Tort and starboard transducers, from which the average can be
obtained. These strain data can be related to the stress or to verti-
cal bending moment experienced at the location of the gages. Records
made on board the Wolverine State since January 9, 1964 were in the
form of separate records of port and starboard stresses in order to
indicate lateral bending moment effects and were later combined in
the Teledyne laboratory to give the combined average port and star-

1..=
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boa~d stresses. Particulars of the above three types of ships are
given in Table I.

TABLE I SHIP PARTICULARS.

Type

Machine~y
location

Bu’ilder

Date

Hull Number

LengthOverall

Lengthbetween
Perp,

Beam, Molded

Depth, Molded

Load Draft,Keel

Waterplane
Coefficient

Gross Tonnage

Net Tonnage

Midship Section
Modulus (to
Upper Deck)

Dead Weight at
Load Draft

Shaft Horsepower,
Normal

Shaft Horsepowe~,
Maximum

SS HoosieF State &
SS Wolverine State

C4-S-B5Dry Cargo

Aft

Sun Shipbuilding
& Dry Dock co.

September, 1945

359

5201 - 0,,

4961 - otl

711 - 6“

54‘ - ~!l

3P, - 9 7/8”

.752 (30tdraft)

.685 (181dra~’c)

10,747

6,657

45,631in.2-~t.

15,348L.T.

9,000

9,900

SS Mormacscan

C3-S-33ADry
Cargo

Amidships

Sun Shipbuild-
ing & Dry Dock
co.

October,1960

622

483! -3~F

4581 - ott

681 - 011

41‘ - 6,,

31J - ~,!

.730

9,315

~,609

30,464in.Z-rt.

12,483L.T.

11,000

12,100

SS California
Bear

C4-S-laMaPineP
DJ?yCargo

Amidships

BethlehemSteel
co., SanFran-
ciscoYard

1954

5631 - 7 3/4”

528f - 6“

76I - olt

44, - 6tl

291 _ 10 ~/16~

.724

9,216

S,366

43,900in.Z-ft.

~3,418L.T.

17,500

19,2S0
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REDUCTION OF STRESS DATA

Data Recording

Signals generated by the strain transducers were automatically
recorded on a magnetic tape system aboard ship for a half-hour period
at the beginning of each four-hour watch. The recorded tapes were
reduced in the Teledyne laboratory, using a magnetic tape playback
unit and a direct recordi~ oscillograph which accepts either: (a)
the direct output of the playback unit, thus tracing the original
rec~rded information, or (b) the output of a special-purpose proba-
bility analyzer. The technical details of the above instrumentation
are giveninRef. (3). The two types of output mentioned above were
studied and analyzed in a different manner.

Direct Print-Out

The reconstructed records obtained from the magnetic tape play-
back system are referred to as “quick looks,” in Teledynet ertinalogy,
since they are compressed representations of the actual tape record.
They were used by Teledyne merely to assess roughly the quality of the
data and the order of magnitude involved. Between each adjacent record
interval was a calibration signal for the following record.

Probability Analyzer

The stress histogram of each recording interval was obtained as
an output of’the probability analyzer, which uses as input the output
~f the tape playback system and filters it to remove high frequency
slamming signals. Calibration signals at the beginning of each record-
ing interval were superimposed on the record, thus triggering the
probability analyzer during analysis.

The analyzer makes use of digital peak detectors whereby counts
at given signal levels are stored in a series of sixteen counters. The
output is a graphical histogram on paper tape of sixteen levels for
which the number of peak-to-trough (or trough-to-peak) occurrences
(hog plus sag) is plotted as an ordinate. Thus i:ot~~ &;~lmo;t;=ss
expected is predetermined from the ‘~quicklnoks”
ICPSI each of the stress levels will cover a range of .5 or .75 KpSI,
respectively. One of the advantages of the Teledyne system over one
in which counters are located aboard ship is this feature that permits
the selection of ranges to suit the individual-records.

Other information obtained from the digital registers of the
probability analyzer is the total number of peak-to-trough stress
cycles analyzed and the maximum peak-to-trough stresses (~) encoun-
tered in individual intervals.

I —
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Calculated Statistics

The root mean square (rms) values of peak-to-trough stresses were
calculated by Teledyne for each record interval from the output of the
stress analyzer. These rms values are designatedfi, as in Band’s
work (S) and elsewhere, to distinguish them from the rms of record m
(i.e., rms value of equally spaced points on a record). Hence, in
Heneral,

[1]

where X = magnitude of peak-to-trough (or trough-to-peak) stress varia-
tion, and n = number of stress reversals or half-cycles in the sample
record, i.e., variations of stress from peak (maximum) to trough (mini-
mum), or from trough to peak, with a zero crossing between.;$

In this case, where the stress data have been classified by stress
ranges,

“==
[2]

where Xi = mean value of the ith range
ni = the number of reversals which fall within the ith range
n = total number of reversals = E ni

In ‘1’eledYnenotation (3),

where K =

Q.

Sometimes

a calibration
required.

i

= l/2 2
d ‘~Kni [3]

factor determined by the overall range

Xi/Q is replaced by li.

All of the above data were then accumulated by Teledyne on punch
cards, each representing one record interval and including the log
book data such as: Latitude, longitude, course, ship speed~ wind speed,

‘-InBand’s work (~), the word “cycle” is used to mean such a
variation of stress from peak to trough or from trouFh to peak, al-
th~ugh “half-cycle” or stress reversal would have been a more
appropriate term.

—.
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wind direction, Beaufort number, wave direction,
height, average wave period, average wave length

significant wave
and ship heading.

The individual results on cards for all intervals can be summed
up by computer to yield the mean and standard deviation over a com-
plete voyage for each F3eaufortnumber or weather group required. This
has been done at Webb Institute, but in the future will be done by
Teledyne as part of thei~ data reduction.

It has been the practice of Teledyne to present the rms ~and
maximum stress data in relation to Beauf’ort number in graphical form
for a number of voyages. See Figs. 1-2 and 4-5 of (3) and Fig. 7 of
this report. The mean value for each Beaufort number is also shown.

It has been poi-nted out by Teledyne (3) that the Peak-to-tirowh
histograms seem to be approximated by the Rayleigh distribution,

-X2/E
P(X) =+ e

X>o [4]

where p(X) = probability density of X, i.e., a function that indicates
the percentage of times that different values of X occur.

‘Thisdistribution is a convenient one to use, since it has onlY a
single parameter, the mean square value of X, or E. It has been found
to apply quite well to ocean wave records (16), to ship motions (16)
(17), and to stresses and bending moments (17) (18).

Figure l(a) shaws excellent agreement between actual peak-to-
trough stress data from one typical record with an ideal Rayleigh
curve. Teledyne has also compared the actual maximum stress reversals
in individual records, Xm, with the values predicted from the Rayleigh
distribution and found large individual differences but go~d agreement
on the average (19). Rand made an overall comparison of average values
and found good agreement (S). However, it is interesting to note that
when a histogram of stresses summarized over several voyages and many
records is compared with a Rayleigh curve (Fig. l(b)), the =qreement
is not very gond, because the sum of many Rayleigh distributions does
not yield a new average Rayleigh curve.

Using the histogram data from Teledyne, three methods of analysis
were employed at Webb, two of them providing smooth cumulative stress
distributions that can be extrapolated to longer periods of time.
These approaches will be discussed below and results presented in the
followinp order:

a) Actual distribution of recorded data based on the histograms.

b) Idealized cumulative distribution based on the rms 6 values
and their standard deviations, assuming each record to be a
Rayleigh distribution.
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C) Idealized distribution based on extreme values and th~ir
standard deviations, assuming a normal distribution of’
extreme values within each weather group.

Other possibilities which may be L–=-3 s..-. i ... . .
briefly.

bl”leu in Lurure wIU aJ.so be discussed

.5

P(x)
(KPSI)-I

.4

.3

.2I
/

1’

1’
1’

7
/

—01

0 I 2

‘\
\,. 1

‘\\\
\\

\ \ \\

3 4 5 6
STRESS, X, KPSI

Fig. la comparisonof StXJ@ssiYi.stogmmfor one Typical Record
with Ideal Ray2ieig7zCurve, S,S. WoZtierhz&State (9).

HISTOGRAM ANALYSIS OF STRESSES

Basic Principles

The data in the histograms or individual stress records obtained
from Teledyne were tabulated and combined to give the total number of
reversals or counts that exceeded certain prearranged stress range
levels on each reel of tape for the instrumented ships. For each ship
the tabulations for individual tapes were then combined (see Table II,
for example) and the results plotted. Using a semi-logarithmic plot
such as Fig. 2, the paints represent a cumulative distribution of’peak-
to-trough stress variation which indicates the probability of exceeding
a ,givenrange in any one reversal. This concept of probability of
exceedance per cycle may also be interpreted in terms of a >~rge real
or imagined data sample. A probability or exceedance of 10 , for



example, means that in a data
106) we would expect that one
of stress (or bending moment).
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sample of 106 reversals Or stress (n =
value would exceed the indicated level

P(x)

(KPSl~l

.4

.3

.2

.1

L/
o

\
\
\

2 3 4 5 6
sTRESS, X,KPSI

Fig. l(b) CompaxGon of ActuaL Combined Histogram of 941
Reeo~d Intavah with Ideal RayLeigh Distribution,
S. S. VoltierhzeState.

However, this graph only indicates the probable number of exceed-
antes. If we had data for n = 10G cycles for each of ten sister ships
in the same service we would expect that some of them would have no
exceedances, some would have one and a few might have two or more.
The expected exceedarme of 1 means that the average for all ten ships
should be close to 1; the average exceedance for 100 ships should be
even closer to 1. Or one could say that the value of stress that
would be exceeded once in n reversals would vary among ten similar
ships in the same service, but the average stress for one exceedance
should agree with the curve. On the basis of the above interpretation
of’probability a second scale has been added to Fig. 2 so that the
graph shows the wave bending stress that is expected to be exceeded
once in the indicated number of stress reversals n. Or if the average
number of reversals per hour is estimated, the scale can be expressed
in days or months at sea, or -- allowing for time spent in port --
years in service.
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It has sometimes been stated that a cumulative probability curve
shows the highest expected value of stress in n reversals. Although
this is approximately true, a more rigorous statement -- on the basis
of the above discussion -- would be that the curve shows values of
stress that we expect to be exceeded only by the highest stress in n
reversals. (See Appendix A.) A distribution curve obtained in this
manner frcm stress histograms can be considered to be a “limited”
Iong-temn distribution, since it is limited by the length of time over
which data have been collected.

TABLE II TYPICAL TABULATION OF STRESS COUNTS, PORT AND
STARBOARD AVERAGED.

S.S. Wolverine State

Voya@S No. 219-241

Strsss RanFe(KPSI)

o - 0.6>

0.66 - 1.32

1.33 - 1.99

2.oo - 2.65

2.66 - 3.32

3.33- 3.99

1+.oo - 4.65

4.66- 5.32

5.33- 5.99

6.00- 6.65

6.66- 7.32

7.33- 7.99

8.00- 8.65

8.66- 9.32

9.33- 9.99

10.00- 10.65

Number or Occurrences
(Stress Reversals)

86483

92916

52683

28401

15497

8497

4511

2301

lo51\

538

211

97

42

15

3

0

The limited cumulative or long-term stress distributions for the
Wolverine State, Mormacscan in two different services, and tiheCali-
fornia Bear are given in Fig. 3 as series of points obtained from the
data tabulations. The maximum recorded stress in a stated number of
reversals is illustrated for each of the four distributions plotted.
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(No analysis has b.eenmade of the Hoosier State
highest value is shown as a single point.)

histograms, but the

Also given in Fig. 3 are the ideal long-term distributions
(solid curves) obtained from the rms @values of the records. These
will be discussed later and presently are only intended for comparison
with the histogram analysis results. Generally good agreement is shown
except for the single maximum value shown for the Hoosier State which
falls below the combined results obtained for both the C4-S-B~ ships
in the North Atlantic. It will be shown later that this discrepancy
is the result of differences in the weather actually experienced by
the two ships. This suggests the desirability of taking weather into
acc~unt in the analysis, as mentioned before and discussed later on.

The data for the various snips in Fig. 3 differ considerably,
and one cannot tell whether this is because of di~ferences in the
ships’ services, in their structural designs, or in their characteris-
tic responses to the sea. Tf both weather and structural differences
can be allowed for in some way, as discussed later in the report, then
more meaningful comparisons of different ships can be made.

It should be pointed out that the actual number of reversals in
each record interval may differ slightly from the figure obtained from
the probability analyzer due to the fact that at the lowest stress
range Or O - .6s KPSI it is difficult to distinguish cycles of small
magnitude. It is expected that no substantial change in the plots
shown in Fig. 1 will be experienced as a result of the above omissions,
however.

Analysis Details

Further discussion and explanation of the results for each indi-
vidual ship will now be given. The Wolverine State data are the most
comprehensive, covering 30 voyages from 12/19/61 to 3/29/6s, and
including 26Sl record intervals. Data for the first 25 voyages were
averages of port and starboard gages, as previously noted. For the
other S voyages, separate port and starboard records were obtained;
the individual port and starboard signals were added electrically
(“combined”) in the Teledyme laboratory at hal~ amplitude to simulate
the “average~’or single channel signal from the two transducers
formerly in one bridge circuit on board ship. The resulting signal
was a new instantaneous average of the signals from both sides, and
such electrical averaged results were used in the tabulations and
plots.

The main reason for the separate recording of the port and star-
board signals was to obtain an insight into lateral bending, which
had not been possible in the case of the combined signals. For
ideally the average or port and starboard readings will be a ~unction
of the vertical component of wave bending (i.e., bending in the center-
line plane of the ship), while the difference will be a measure of the
lateral component (i.e., bending in a plane parallel to the decks).
Vertical and lateral bending will generally not be in phase, and there-

-.<
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fore if both are present the average peak-to-trough values
uous record of the sum of port and starboard gages will be
the sum of average values from separate recor~s~ However,
fact was found by Teledyne in the course of the investigation that led
to a reassessment of all previously published data: consistently

in a contin-
less than
an important

different average results-were obtained from the port and starb;ard
gages. The cause of the differences was revealed to be a significant
unfairness of the shear strake plating on the starboard side between
the frames at the location of the ga~e, which resulted in lower stress
values at the starboard side. These findings led to the introduction
of correction factors. On the basis of tentative recommendations by
Teledyne (20), the following multiplication factors were adopted:

Port Side 1.20

Starboa~d 1*45

Average 1.32s

Hence, an average calibration correction factor of 1.32~ was
preparing Fig. 3.

12

; 10
L
x

--

:- 8 —
m

2

n

*AVERAGE MULTIPLICATION 3Y
— —— FACTOR.

used in

10-8 10-7 ,0-6 ,0-5 I 0-4 10”3 lo-z ,.-1 I

Q(X>Xj) TOTAL PROBABILITY OF EXCEEDING Xj

Fig . 4 Comparisonof Long-TQm T~ends of StPass, Separate and
and Combined Port and Starboard Datia,S.S. WoZOe?ineStiate.
(Voyage~229-241).

Due to the fact that ~SS intervals were measured separately, port
and starboard, as shown in Fig. 4, for the Wolverine State, it was

— —
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possible to plot tw~ separate sets of data points and to compare them.
The data shown here are those corrected by the individual calibration
factors for port and starboard. It may be seen that the results for
port and sta board gages are in good agreement, up to a probability
level of 10-$ , for which sufficient data were available. Before apply-
ing ,the calibration ~actors a distinct dil?ference existed bettieen
the port and starboard data, as shown in Ref. (21).

Also shown in Fig. 4 are the electrically averaged port and star-
board data, using the averaged multiplication factor. It may be seen
that at the lower range cIfn (cycles) the averaFe curve coincides with
the separate port and starboard data. However, as n increases the
averaped curve falls below the mean of the separate port and starboard
data, indicatin~ the effect of lateral bending. This observation is
also illustrated in Fig. 11 for the limited long-term distribution,
to be discussed later.
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108 106 104 10*
o l@ 10-7 IO-6 IO-5 10-4 10-3 Io“* [0-1

Q(X>Xj) TOTAL PROBABILITY OF EXCEEDING Xj

Fig. 5 Comparisonof Long.Tem Trends of Stress,Separateand combined Summer and
hlnte~ Data, S.S. Wohm+w State. (Voyages219-241).

Another different grouping of voyages was carried out to distin-
guish between winter and summer periods, and results are plotted in
Fig. ~ for about ~ne year. It was ~~und, as expected, that in voyages
between November and May the ship experienced much higher stresses
c~mpared to those recorded between June and October. It can be
generally concluded from ab~ut a year of operation that the maximum
expected stress in the winter will be about 20-2~% higher than that

—
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expected during the summer months for the same number of stress cycles.
The summer curve was obtained from the combined signal as recorded on
the magnetic tape. The winter curve represents the electrical average
of’the separately recorded port and starboard signals, and therefore
should be cmnparable. i!lso given in Fig. ~ is the combined winter and
summer stress distribution covering a total period of ten voyages. It
sh~u~d be noted that the combined curve is a fair average of the winter
and summer data at the lower range of n. But with increase in n the
combined curve seems to agree with the winter data, as expected, since
the cumulative stress curve over a long period of time is determined
by the winter weather.

From the data recorded on board the S.S. Mormacscan, seventeen
voyages have been analyzed s~ far$ out of which five were in the North
Atlantic, totaling 407 record intervals, and 12 on the U.S. to South
America route covering 1234 recording intervals, i.e., about half a
ship year in the North Atlantic and well over a year in the South
American run. All data represent averages of port and starboard
gages. There is a possibility that a recent full-scale stress vs.
bending moment calibration may require a small calibration correction
to be made later. The distributions are given in Fig. 1 for the above
two routes and indicate maximum stresses expected in the North Atlantic
about JO% higher than on the South American run over a period of half
a year of operation.

Stress data analyzed on the California Bear, a C&-S-la Mariner,
in the North Pacific route to Japan covered voyages from 15 Jan.
1966 to 9 Feb. 1967? totaling L@o record intervals to date. Again
there is the possibility of a calibration factor to be introduced
later before final plotting. Results shown in Fig. 3 indicat~ a trend
of stresses comparable to the Wolverine State.

The amount of data accumulated so far fr~m the California Bear is
insufficient for any conclusive remarks. It is indicated, however,
from the preliminary results that stresses of equal magnitude to that
encountered by the Wolverine State in the North Atlantic were recorded
on the North Pacific route. However, the California Bear represents
a different type of ship, the “Mariner” class, and as previously noted,
comparison of the different ships on the basis of stress is not valid
because of possible differences in structural design. Accordingly,
the next step in the analysis was to transform all the data of Fig. 3
to a bending moment coefficient basis.

RELATIONSHIP BETWJ3ENSTRESSES AND BENDING MOMENTS

The wave bending moment can be expressed in terms of the effec-
tive wave height, he, defined as the height of’a trochoidal wave
whose length is equal to that of the ship, which by conventional
static bending moment calculation (Smith effect excluded) gives a
bending moment (hog or sag) equal to that experienced by the ship in
an irregular sea. Thus , if h is the wave height used in a static
calculation,
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Static Wave T3.M. ~ Irregular Wave B.M.

5
he

he = Irregular wave B.M.=
h Static Wave B.M.

Representing the static wave bending moment amplitude (hog or sag)
by an equat~on,

the coefficient c depends on the troch~idal wave form and the hull
form of the ship. Hence, c has a convenient physical interpretation
in terms of conventional wave bending moment calculations made by
naval architects. L is length, B is breadth, Cw is waterplane

coefficient’ P is mass density and g is the acceleration of gravity.

Substituting the above expression for static wave bending moment,
; cancels out, and

he = irregular Wave B.M.

c~ gBL2CH

Since the wave bending moment is continually varying in irregular waves,
the value used here must be defined as one-half of a peak-to-trough
value -- average, hi~hest expected value in 10,OOO cycles, or any
other similar statistical measure.

The effective wave height is cmvenient to use in plotting. But
a useful nondimensional coefficient is obtained by dividing by L>

he M— =
L 2c@L3cw

where M/2 is the irregular bendinp moment amplitude.

Values of’static bending moments were calculated by Swaan (22)
as a function of the waterplane coe~ficient, and these values can be

used for convenience to determine c to a good approximation. In
Swaanls notation,

%=

and therefore the

Mw =

p; ‘aLzs

nondimensional coefficient

2cc~

Thus N can be selected from Swaanls curves for the particular Cw
and c is evaluated from

c = Mw/’2cw

.
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The waterplane coefficients at the load waterline for the above
three ships are given in Table I. Accordingly. the c values were
obtained for

Thus, since

Bending

~= L as follows:
-..

Wolverine State

Mormacscan

California Bear

Moment = Stress

. Olqyj

.01900

.01899

x Section Modulus, OP

M=XZ

he/L = XZ/2C7gBL3Cw

where X = peak-to-trou~h bendin~ stress.
Z = section modulus at st~ain gags section.

Tdeally the measured stresses should be translated into bending
mmnents on the basis of a full-scale calibration of the ship. That
is, a known bending moment sh~uld be applied in calm water and the
corresponding chan~e in stress (strain) recorded. In practice it is
very difficult to obtain a good calibration, particularly for a general
cargo ship, because of insufficient tank capacity to provide a suffic-
iently large change in moment. One calibration was obtained on the
Hoosier State in November, 1960, with a small bending moment variation.
The measured stresses were r~ported to be within J percent of the value
calculated from the section modulus (S), and therefore the calculated
relationship was used. A calibration of the Wolverine State was
attempted in August, 1965, with inconclusive results. Tt was there-
fore decided to use the calculated section modulus of each ship as a
basis for comparison. The following results were obtained (X in
KPSI ):

Wolverine State he/L = .0028x

Mormacscan he/L = .0026x

California Bear he/L = .0022x

The above relationships are based on geometrical particulars of
the ship at the load waterline. However, it is known that these ships
were often operating at a much reduced draft. In order to estimate
the effect of the reduced draft on the he/L to stress relationship the
appropriate value of he/L was also computed for the Mormacscan based
on mean operating draft of 221-6”. At this draft Cw = .700. Thus c =
.01855 and he/L = .0028x, a difference of 8% from full load. All the
results quoted in this report are on the basis of assumed loaded draft
for the relationship between he/L and X.

It is of interest to note that plotting on the basis of bending
moment (Fig. 6) instead of stress (Fig. 3) results in a distinct separa-
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tion of the W~lverine State and California Bear. The relative positions
of the Mormacscan on two routes is not changed significantly.

The differences among the ships shown in Fig. 6 must be due in
part b~ differences in the ships themselves and partly due to the
different weather conditions enc~untered. This suggests. the desira-
bility of bringing weather conditions into the analysis, and this will
be dealt with in the following section.

This direct histogram approach to obtaining a limited long-term
stress distribution and hence the bending moment distribution is simple
and accurate and can therefore be used as a basis for certair~ compari-
sons. However, as previously noted, the determination of the maximum
stress expected is limited by the length of time over which records
were obtained for the particular ship and the particular weathep
experienced by the ship. For application to design problems the trends
must be extrapolated to much longer periods of time, and an adjustment
made for differences in weather. Two methods of extrapolation will be
discussed in the next two sections.

.05

\ ,CALIFORNIA BEAR

Fig. 6
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Long-Tern Trends of Be%dirzgMomenk Co@ffie{entfor Nzree Ships in
ActuaZ Veathep Conditions.

EXTRAPOLATION BASED ON RMS VALUES

Applicable theory will now be reviewed (~) (11). The ~ieth~d of
analysis and extrapolation of ship stress data adopted here was that
Or Wnnet (4), as elaborated by Band (S). This approach, which is
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now widely used by researchers in Japan (22), Scandinavia (24), and
Britain (25), relates the observed data to the physical cause -- the
sea conditions -- rather than relying on the adoption of a particular
distribution function that happens to match the data at low n values.
It is believed that not only does this method result in reliable
extrapolation of the data to large values of n, but it permits compari-
son of ships on different services by reducing results to the same
“standard” or typical weather conditions.

The detailed analysis of 30 v~yages of the Wolverine State and
Hoosier State data was made by Band (S). As indicated in the previous
section, peak-to-trough stresses in the individual record intervals
were found to fit the so-called Rayleigh distribution quite closely
(3), as given by the equation,

-x2/E
p(x) = (2x/?z)e X>o [51

where p(X) is the probability of a stress value X. If one considers
an increment of stress, dx, the probability of X lying between the
stress values X and (X + dX) is P(X) dX. E, the parameter of the Ray-
leigh distribution, is the mean square value of all the peak-to-trough
stress variations in the record. Since the data in individual records
-- including extreme values, on the average -- were f~und to fit the

Raylei~h distribution, each record can be adequately described by the
appropriate value of E, or the root-mean-square value, m. It is, of
cou~se, much easier to work with these @ values than with the many X
values. (It should be noted here that the rms peak-to-trough value
fi is related to the rms value of the record ~ by a constant factor;
hence 8r2 = q.)

At this point it would be desirable to convert the @ stress
values to bending moment coefficients for greater generality. However,
because of the present lack of full-scale calibrations of s~me of the
ships with known applied bending moments, the analysis was done in
terms of stress with the idea that conversion to bending moment could
be made later.

It was necessary next t~ relate these rms stresses to sea condi-
tions. Ideally one should have simultaneous records of the sea sur~ace
which c~uld be analyzed in the same way as stresses to give the mean
square wave height. This is possible only in rare cases of very com-
plete ship trials. In general it is necessary to characterize the
seaway by observed significant wave heights qr simply by observed wind
velocities or Fleaufortnumbers. Rms stresses can then be classi~ied
and plotted as shown in Fi~. 7 (from reference (3)) for the S.S.
Wolverine State, using Beaufort number as the most reliable basis in
this case. However, it should be pointed out that this figure covers
only the first 20 voyages.

Tt will be noted in Fig. S that the average values of rms stress
(I/%)at ~ari~us Beaufort numbers, indicated by crosses, show a smooth
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upward trend, becoming erratic only at
number of data points is small. Since

Beauforts 11 and 12 where the
many factors, such as presence

of swell, duration of wind, fetch,
-

speed and heading of the ship,
condition of loading, and so forth, have an effect on the mean square
bending moment, it is not surprising that considerable scatter of
stress vs. wind speed is shown in Fig. 7. This scatter can be more
conveniently studied by grouping tog8ther the data for a number of
different Waufort
“weather group” is
groups as shown in

numbers, so that the number of data points in each
increased. Band (s) made use of five weather
the following table.

Weather Group

I

II

11I

v

Beaufort I?o. Wind Velocity, Knots

Qtoj 1 to 10

I+tog 11 to 21

6t07 22 to 33

8t09 34 to 47

10 to 12 48 to 71

(s) showed
I to III,

Plotting the Wolverine State data on probability paper
good agreement with a normal distribution in weather groups
but only fair agreement in TV and V where the data were scarce. How-
ever, experience with the above weather grouping so far in the investi-
gation has suggested that a slightly different classification might
be more satisfactory for future use.

T& more recent analysis at Webb Institute of additional data
for the Wolverine State, with certain calibration corrections, along
with data for the sister ship Hoosier State (~), shows excellent a~ree-
ment between the two ships throughout groups I to IV (see Fig. 8).
There also appears to be a distinct tendency for the lines to be para-
llel, which suggests a constant standard deviation of rms stress (&)
in each weather group. Considering the differences between the two
ships in Groups I and V, it is felt that the former is due to an error
in the number of “zeros” reported fop the Hoosier State. However$ the
difference between lines in the figure has no significant effect on
the long-term distribution. Differences in Group V appear to result
from the small amount of data recorded.

Hence, it seemed desirable to combine data for the two ships from
this point on, in order to provide a lar er statistical sample.

8
The

resulting combined plot similar to Fig. (see Fig. 6 of Ref. 11)
showed better agreement than before between the data points and the
normal lines throughout Weather Groups I - IV, and fair agreement for
v. All of the lines appeared to be parallel.

—
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On the basis of the above findings the best way to utilize the
observed stress data obtained over a limited period of time (Fig. 7)
to extrapolate to a long-term distribution appears to be to make two
arbitrary assumptions. These assumptions seem reasonable, but their
validity cannot be absolutely proved. Indications are, however, that
if they err, they do so on the safe side. The assumptions:

1. The trend of’mean stress or bendinp moment vs. Beaufort
No. in weather groups I to IV can be extrapolated by means
of a straight line to higher winds, neglecting the few
points in group V (which has cmly 38 points compared to
210 in group TV).

2. The standard deviation found in groups I to IV can be
assumed to remain the same in higher weather groups.

Actually there are indications of less scatter at high Beaufort
Numbers than at low, but the above assumption seems reasonable and
on the safe side.

The first step in the extrapolation then is to adopt a proba-
bility model or idealization of the statistical data that can be
assumed to apply to a much larger “population” (or quantity of data).
We then need to determine the probability distribution of all peak-
to-trough stresses in each weather group. On the basis of the
previous discussion, our probability model can be based on the
following idealizations:

1. The actual stress (or bending moment) values, X (peak-to-
trough and trough-to-peak), in any sample record are
Rayleigh distributed.

2. In each weather group, the mean s uare values of stress
F(or bending moment coefficient), E, from many records

are normally distributed.

Item 1 is expressed mathematically be equation [~]. Item 2
leads t~ a probability density function f(-@) for the assumed normal
distribution of @values in a particular weather group given (~) by

-(@ - m)2/2s2
f(fi) = 1 e

$3
[6]

where the parameters are m, the mean value of R, and s, the standard
deviation of @ values about m.

The combined probability distribution is then the product of
equations [~] and

k
61, representing the Rayleigh distribution of X

for each value of E and the normal probability distribution of w:

~(x) = p(x) ● f(m) [7]

— —
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Fig. 8 Probability of Excading r.m.~. StPQss Va~ues
<n Diffeyent W@at7zerGroups, S. S. Wo_lverzne
State,a22Available Voyages 1961-1965.

However, of particular interest in the present problem is the
probability of exceeding different values of peak-to-trough stress X,
or bending moment. This information is given by the cumulative dis-
tribution which is obtained by integrating the previously combined
probability. That is, ~ ~

Qi(X>Xj) =
//

p(X)f(fi)dXd@ [8]

-m Xj

The meaning of Qi(X~Xj) is the prob~bility that X ~i~l exc@ed anY
specified value X“

/“
in weather group 1. The first integration of the

Rayleigh distribu lon with respect to X is easily accomplished, since

[

m
-(Xj2/E)

p(X)dX = e [9]
JXj
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This is the cumulative form of the Rayleigh distribution. Equation
[8] then becomes

[
Qi(Xsxj) = ~

.(xj2/E) ~fidfi
[10]

This can be evaluated numerically by computer or with the help of a
family of derived curves given by Nordenstrom (see (26)). Since there
are no negative values of’m, the lower limit of integration is actually
zero. A finite upper limit of @ must be specified in order to obtain
a solution. However, Band adopted a value-of ~s for the limit, which
he has shown to be the minimum value ta insure sufficient accuracy in
the final result. It will be noted from Equation 10 and long-term
curves such as Figs. 3-6 that the higher the value or Xj the lower the
probability that it will be exceeded. Conversely, the greater the
number of stress cycles -- or the longer the period of data collection
-- the higher the stress that is expected to be exceeded. Therefore,
when data are separated into weather groups, the stress to be exceeded
once depends on both the severity of’the weather and the duration of
the ship~s exposure to it.

Typical results for the Wolverine State and Hoosier State combined
are plotted in Fig. 9, which shows clearly that the highest expected
bendinp moment for a typical cargo ship in 20 years of North Atlantic
service is more likely to be caused by Beaufort 8 to 9 storms than by
Eeaufort 10 to 12, since the latter occur so rarely. This remaves the
urgency from the search for an elusive “worst possible storm.”

20 I

ALL VOYAGES. 1961-1965

cc’12
cn
I.Ll
E
1-
cn
~ 8
z
E
z
Id
m 4

IN 20 SHIP YEARS
‘(180 DAYS PER YEAR):—

~ ACTUAL WEATIIER
+-,+ ROLL, NORTH ATLANTIC I

n, NUMBEROF REVERSALS

I 106 ,.7 ,.6 ,.5 104 103 10* ,Olw
o} 7

,.-8 ,0-7 ,0-6 ,0-5 ,.-4 ,.-3 10”2 10-’ I
Q(X>Xj), PROBABILITY OF EXCEEDING Xj

Fig . 9 Long-T@zm Probability of Exceeding peak-to-mean
Diff~rwzt Weather Groups, S.S. WolveYin@Stat@
a12 Avai2Lzhl@Voyag@s 1961-1965.

StYass Va2ues in
and Hoosi~~ State,
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Band also felt that to provide satisfactory accuracy in the final
result it was necessary to assume the existence of two more hypotheti-
cal weather groups of very low probability of occurrence designated
VI and VII. This is believed to be a doubtful and unnecessary assump-
tion.

Finally, taking into account the frequency of occurrence of all
different weather conditions during the period of data taking, the
total probability of exceeding Xj in all sea states will be,

Q(X>Xj) = xvPiQi(X~Xj)
i=I

[ 111

where Pi is probability of meeting the ithweather group.

The result is a single curve shown in Fig= 10X-for each af the follow-
ing assumed weather distributions (tabulated in the figure) :

(a) Overall actual weather experienced in total of 44 vnyages
of Wolverj.ne State and Hoosier State..— —.

(b) ~i:;~ average North Atlanti~c weather as given by Bennet
.

20 .,

- %,
wOLVERINE STATE

\a
HOOSIER STATE - .05
ALL VOYAGES 1961-1965

:16 \
CL .- I
Y ~(b) NORTH ATLANTIC ROUTES (REF.5) - .04
.-

MAX. RECORDED STRESS~>+\
:.12

I I
ALL VOYAGES (8.04XI0’) ((I) ACTUAL WEATHER

A A 441Joy&3Es
H MAX. RECORDED STRESSES,

- .03
K
E ONE YEAR OPERATION (2.68XI0’)

w 8 1 ,1 I
w WEATHERDISTRIBUTION%

- .02
z
E WEATHERGROUP I II Ill “w v VI Vll

z ACTUAL 35.3 43.6 14.4 5.7 1.0 - -
:4 - NORTIIATLANTIC 42.0 32,0 18,5 6,5 .9a 2X1O“21X1O“4

II ] n, NUMBER OF REVERSALS

log 10S 107 106 105 104 103 102 10’
0

IO-9 1O-B IO-7 10-6 IO-5 IO-4 IO-3 ,0-2 ,Ql I

he
‘L

Q(X>X]) TOTAL PROBABILITYOF EXCEEDING Xj

F{g. 10 Long-Tern probability of Exceeding Peak-Lo-TroughS-kzwssValues ~n Differ-
ent Asszomd Waatkw Dist~ibuti{ons,S.S. Wolverine State and floosz-e~
Stata bused on Fig. 9.

‘Reproduced from Fig. B of (11)0
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The highest stress in each of three full years of operation was
found from the records and plotted at the corresponding average number
of stress reversals n = 2.68 x 105. As expected, they show some
scatter above and below the ideal curve (a). But the highest of all
of the records , when plotted at its value of n = 8.o4 x 105, shows
excellent agreement with the ideal curve. This result further con-
firms the validity of the procedure when applied over the period of
actual ship stress observations and gives confidence in using it for
extrapolation to longer periods of time.

Accordingly, the predicted long-term curve (b) for typical North
Atlantic hleatherhas been drawn. It happens to coincide with the
“actual weather” curve (up to n = 106) and has been continued on to
n = 10’0. The result shnuld be a reliable indication of the wave-
induced stresses expected on C4-S-B5 type cargo ships in North Atlantic
service, exclusive of the effects of slamming. Similar long-term
curves for the Mormacscan and California Bea~ have been plotted in
tentative form but are not included here since data collection was
not complete enough.

Details of Analysis

A total of 44 voyages of the Hoosier State and the Wolverine
State has now been analyzed, covering 1226 hours of continuous record-
-p to May 1965 (Fig. 10). All 3677 records were taken in the
North Atlantic and are representative of about 1 x 106 reversals.

In cbntrast to earlier data analyzed by Band (~), where there was
no distinction made between the port and starboard transducers and the
stress reported was the combined port and starboard signal, part of’
the later data were recorded on separate channels for the port and
starboard gages, as discussed under Histogram Analysis. These data
were later combined electrically in the Teledyne laboratory to simulate
average port and starboard stress as obtained for the directly recorded
stresses.

In order to further study the effect of gage location in determ-
ining the calibration factors, two additional gages were installed by
Teledyne, one on each side, at a slightly higher position on the shear
strake closer to the stringer plate. However, the data obtained so
far by simultaneous recordings from all four gages are insufficient
for reaching any decisive conclusions. Furthermore, no still water
calibration has yet been carried out on the ship with the two new
gages in use.

Rather good agreement was obtained between port and starboard
results after the application of separate correction factors, as
shown in Fig. 4. It was found, however, in plotting rms data from the
pr~bability analyzer that the electrically averaged line fell below
the arithmetical avera~e of the separate corrected port and starboard
results, indicating roughly a 10% difference, as shown in Fig. 11.
This phenomenon can be explained by the fact that lateral bending

i
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Fig. 11 Tzwzds of Ave~age P.m.s. Stress Values Vs.
B@aufort Wind Scale, s~~iw Di.ff-ne- ‘eh@en
POP*and Starboard, Winterand Sme~ Data.

effects are eliminated in the electrically combined results but not in
the average of separate port and starb~ard results. It may’ therefore
be assumed that the difference between the average port and starboard
line and the electrical average is an indication of’the rms stress due
to lateral bending. Howeve~, judgment should “bewithheld until this
aspect is studied separately in the future, makin~ use of the fact
that records are available from six voyages both in the form of single
channel out~uti of the port and starboard transducers and as electrical
averages of both signals recombined before input to the probability’
analyzer.

Some details regarding the technique used for electrical averag-
ing are @ven in a Technical Memo by Teledyne (20).

Another aspect of the analysis of the later data was the separate
winter and summer results. Some recent work by Walden (27) tab!~lates
the frequency of “high” and “very high” waves in each season and in
the whole year in percentages and illustrates some distinct differ-
ences between ~bservations during the winter and summer periods. Yt
was therefore of particular interest to arrange the stress results
frnm each voyage in two groups, representing summer and winter respec-
tively. Fig. 11 illustrates the mean lines of stress obtained by
seasonal grouping. The difference between summer and winter, whick
am~unts to 3s-40% is in agreement wj.thWalden’s observations of the
frequency ~f’“high” waves in each season (27) defl.ning winter-sRrinE
as the “winter” group and summer-autumn as the “summer” gr~up. Th5s
difference can be partially attributed to the effect ~f swell on the
bending moments induced. As menti~ned previ~usly, the Reaufori number
estimations are based on observations of wind rather than sea or swell,
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and at any wind speed the amplitude of swell is bound ‘cobe greater
in the winter, and can theref~re be the cause for higher stresses
recorded for the same wind c~nditions. It shoula alsu be noted that
the number of “zeroes” is considerably larger in the summer months.
Regardless of the explanation of the differences between winter and
summer data, the data can be directly avera~ed to obtain year-round
figures, due to the fact that the number of records in each period is
roughly the same.

The actual comparison of the old and new year-round data is
Riven in Fig. 12 and very good apreement can be seen to exist. The
final distribution for the )+4voyages of the two ships is given in
Table III and Fig. 10.
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Fig, 12 Probability of Exceeding r.m.s. Stress Valws
in D{fferentWeather Groups, S.S. Mormacsean.
(No CalibrationFaeto~ Applied).
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TA!3LE III ACTUAL DISTRIBUTIONOF SHORT TERM RECORDS CLASSIFIEDBYK VALUE AND
WEATHER GROUP SS WOLVERINE -AND SS HOOSIER=, C4-S-B5 CARGO
VESSELS. (NORTH ATLANTIC 44 VOYAGES).

?TeatherGroup
13eaufortNo.

@Range Mean
KPSI Value

4.5-4.95 4.75

4.0-4.4s 4.25

?Io~-30% 3.75

3.0-3.45 3.25

2.5-2.95 2.75

2.0-2.45 2.25

1.5-1.95 1.75

1.0-1.45’ 1.25

.5- .95 ●75

.0- .45 ●25

I 11 III
1, 2, 3 m w

4

33

57

207

3S6

374

261

1

3 11

28 58

98 116

186 135

402 112

467 58

298 32

49 7

+%

8

23

56

70

21

23

5

v
10, 11, 12

1

3

13

11

6

2

1

1

Total

1

12

50

157

323

401

74.5

887

704

317

Total 1292 1531 530 206 38 3597

Snme statistical tests such as the ~ 2 test were carried out for the
above data t~ check the validity af the normal distribution assump-
tion, and the confidence limit lines were calculated and drawn for
some of the cases discussed. A discussion and illustration of the
above is given in Appendix B, and the techniques used are discussed
in Appendix A. Table TV summarizes the results obtained from the four
ships discussed above givinp mean, standard deviation and number of
records upon which the data are based. ~.l~ereextrapolation of ‘he

mean and standard deviation was required, ‘bothactual and estimated
values are ,given.

The rm.sor m data c~ncernin~ the Morrnacscan and the California
Bear are Fi.venin Figs. 13 and 1.4. ~esul~s may be cmsidered PPD-
~onal, due to the fact that no still water calibrations were yet
available. The mean rms stresses from the short-term records as
plotted in Fi2s. 13 and 14 for the Mo~macscan in the North Atlantic
and South American route and the California Rear in North Pacific
are based on a limited number of recordin~ intervais. In particular,
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only one case was recorded for the twa higher weather groups IV and
v. Thus there is some uncertainty regarding the upper pDrtiOn of .
the curve. However, the effect af such an error on the
of’long-term trends was tested numerically and found to
because of the infrequency of the more severe weather.
curves, as predicted for North Atlantic weather for all
given in Fi~. lS based on he/L.

prsdicti~n
be small ●

The long-term
ships, are

As previously noted, the curves for the Mormacscan and Califor-
nia Bear must be considered. tentative, since all data had not been
collected and analyzed, and calibration factbrs were not yet availa-
ble . However, in this presentation the effect of weather differences
has been eliminated by pivinp results for the same typical North
Atlantic weather, and the effect of individual. structural differences
has been eliminated tentatively by converting t~ bending moment coef-
ficient. Tt thus anpears that si~nificant differences remain which
can be attributed to differences in ship size, ship characteristics~
and mode of operation.

Table T shows that the California Bear is a muck bigger ship than
the hJolverine State, and this can expla=ts lower level ~f bending
moment trend. Rut f~r the Plormacscan the values in Fig. 15 appear to
be unexDectedl:~ lob’. It is h~ped that including additional data from
the Morrnacscan”and Calif~rnia Bear -- plus model comparisons OT the
Wolverine State and California Hear -- will lead t~ a plausible explana-
tion of the differences shown In future.

TYPiCAL NO. ATL.WEA7HER DISTR.,%(11)

WEATHERGROUP I I I II I Ill(lvlv

N,ATLAN,ROUTES[10I 42 \ 32—I–MS 6.5 .98

.05 I I I I I I I I I I

.04

I 1

wOLVERINE STATE

L I
1
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.03
(h%

L)j
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0
I I

I
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I ,;2>109 10= 10* I
.

,O.a ,0-7 ,0-6 ,.-s ,0-4 ,.-3 ,..2 10”’
Q[(he/L)>(he/L)j]-TOTAL PROBABILITYOF EXCEEDING (he/L)j

I

Fig . 15 Long-Term Trends of Bending Moment CoefficientComputed
From r.m.s. Va2ues fop Three Ships in Typical North Atlantic
Weather.
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TABLE IV SUMMARY OF MEAN RMS AND STANDARD DEVIATION
VALUES, NO. OF RECORDS AND FREQUENCY OF
OCCURRENCE.

Wolverine S- I 11

m - mean 1.02 1.48

s - Stand. Dev. .72 .72

Ni-No.~f Records 1069 960

Pi = Ni/’~ll~ .403 .362

1400sfer State— —

m L.24 1.48

s .72 .70

Ni 230 647

Fi .224 .631

Mormacscan (South America)

m .76 .86

$ .25 .30

Ni 480 441

Pi .488 .441

Ilormacscan (North Athntic )

m 1.02 1.37

s

Ni

Pi

California Bear—

m

s

Ni

‘i

854 .54
82 179

.219 .h77

(North Pacific )

1.09 1.49

.49 .60
173 153

.~6T .412

11I Iv v

2.18 2.82 3.28

.72 .72 .72

422 117 33

.159 .067 .012

2.08 2.79 3.15

.70 .70 .67

108 36 5

.10.5 .035 .005

1.32 1.70 1.85

.56 .60 .55

69 1 --

,069 .001 --

Total

1.52

.-

2651

1.0

1.47

--

1026

1.0

1.16

--

999

.999

1.83 1.95/2.172.70/2.39 1.76

.50 .40 .40 --
64 22 8 375

.224 .059 .021 1.00

2.26 2.45/2.803.30/3.102.12

.33 .60 1.60 ..

38 6 1 371

.102 .016 .003 1.00
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expected to be exceeded only once. This approach
tially less work in data collection and, as shown
simpler statistical analysis. On the other hand,
reliable because of the fact that it makes use of

also offers poten-
below, somewhat
it may be less
less data (one value

per record instead of the rms of the entire record). This question is
still under study.

It has been found that the maximum peak-to-trough stresses are
approximately normally distributed within specified groups of Beaufort
numbers (28), as shown in Fig. 16 for the case of twenty voyages of’
the Wolverine State, in the same manner as the rms values (Fig. 8).
This is the consequence of the fact that all records are the same
length and therefore have approximately the same number of peak-to-
trough cycles of stress and that peak-to-trough stresses follow a
Rayleigh distribution. Consequently, Band showed (S) that the mean
line through the average rms (~) values plotted against weather and
the mean line thr~ugh the average extreme values differed by the
appropriate Rayleigh factor.

Thus it is possible to predict a long-term distribution of
highest expected stress or bending moment directly, without the intro-
duction of assumed Rayleigh distributions or assuming any arbitrary

F-@, 16 Normal.Distributionsof Ex_k~wmeStYass Values in Different Weather
GYoups, S. S. JJtiLO@rineState, 20 Voyages, 1961-1984.

- -
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for’mfor the long-term distpibuti~n.

The procedure to be fallowed will now be described. For each
weather .grcmp, the mean extreme value (M) and the standard deviation
(S) can be determined either numerically or graphically,

* XmMi=—
M=l

‘i=+

where ~ is the highest vkluo recorded in each twenty-minute record,
and N is the number of records: The normal distributi~n of’Xm in each
weather group is described by the probability density function as
follows:

[13]

We wish to determine the probability Qi of a stress Xm exceeding
Xj in a particular weather group. Then, we may write first,

/

Xj
Qi(Xm<Xj) = 1

-(xm.Mi)2/2s2 dx

e [ 4]1

.* ‘4= “
m

As is custmnary in statistical work, the above equation may be simpli-
fied by letting Z = (Xm - Mi)/S. In order to evaluate Qi (Xm<Xj) in
terms of Z, where Xm has a normal distribution, we can write,

Qi(Xm<Xj) = Qi[(Xm”Mi)<(Xj-Ni~= Qi
[(%+’?’;”’ )]

= Qi[ Z<(+)]

Thus , the probability that Xm<Xj is the same as the probability that

XjlM~>Z. Then, makin~ substitutions, equation [14]becomes,
s

J(Xj-M~)/S -22/2
Qi(xm~Xj) =

_m&e

d. .#fj~”i ~ [16]

Thus Qi can be evaluated in terms of Z, where Z is the standardized
normal variable having a probability density function,

[171

—-
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and the relationship between the X-axis and the Z-axis given as
follows:

x m m-ts m+pg ,,.-.. m-s m - 2s

z o 1 2 . . . ● ● . -1 -2

Equation [16], which represents the area under the normal curve, can
be expressed, due to symmetry,

/

(Xj-Mi)/S -z2/2
Qi (Xm<xj) = .5+

*

e dZ

o

[181

The upper limit of integration is determined by the practical range
of interest of the long-term probability cur= extended to between
100 to 1000 ship years, i.e., up to about N = 3 ● 1OG.To assure
accuracy to this level it is necessary to have the high value of
Xm = Mi + 6Si as the upper limit when computing the above, i.e.i in
that case

[19]

By setting the upper limit as Xmax = Mi + 6s, the probability of
exceeding that value is in the vicinity of 3*10-~and the reciprocal
Nis equivalent to the number of rec~rds expected in over a thousand
ship years. This limit is higher than assumed by Band (~), and is
felt to ‘besatisfactory.

It is also shown in Figs. 14 and 15 of Ref. (~) that the line
Mi + 6s, as the upper limit of integration, practically coincides
with the m line just above it.

Values of the integral on the right-hand side of equation 119]
which represent the standardized normal distribution function can be
found in statistical tables. However, most references do not exceed
Xmax = Mi + 4S. An attempt was there~ore made to solve the above
by expansion of the exponential series as follows,

/

(xj-M$/~-z2/2 dz
Qi(xm<xj) = .5 + J-

r2V 0

After expansion,

z ‘[20]
o
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The above equation was pr~prammed to yield the individual proba-
bilities of exceedance of a certain Xmax for each weather group. It
should be noted, however, that for large values of Z (Z~4) the summa-
tion of the above series expansion breaks down because of the trunca-
tion error of most computers. ThuS , due to the difficulties in solving
the integral numerically using a series expansion, a numerical integra-
tion was used instead, which lends itself to simple analysis by digital
computer. Reducing the integral form to an approximately equivalent
summation between suitable finite limits,

where the minus sign accounts for those cases where Z is negative.
The above summation can be carried out satisfactorily up to Z = 6, as
requi~ed. The solution given by equation[20] might be preferable if
a sufficiently large computer were available.

The total probability Q(Xm<Xj) of exceeding each bending stress
Xj in a distribution of weather conditions experienced or expected
during the operational life of the ship is then:

v
Q(Xm < Xj) = i~l piQi(Xm<Xj)— [22]

where xPi = 1*O

and Pi is the probability of occurrence of weather group i, having ~
values I to V, inclusive.

In all the above analyses the effect of ship heading was not
considered. However, it is possible by the initial grouping of the
information to calculate the mean and standard deviation separately
for various headings, e.g., head, bow, beam, quartering, and follow-
ing seas, and the mean and standard deviation for each weather group
could then be weighted in accordance with the time spent at each
heading. This refinement was not felt to be necessary at this stage.

Results

Long-term distribution curves were computed for all four ships
by the extreme value approach. Figure 17 shows the results for two
of the ships; i.e., the C4-S-B~ class cargo ship and the Mormacscan,
both in North Atlantiic service. In order to compare tho m-th
those obtained previous~y using the rms values, the abscissa scale
in Figure 17 is also given in terms of stress reversals, n, rather
than number of records, N, and an average figure of 300 bending stress
reversals per 20-minute recording was used as a conversion factor
between the two scales, i.e., n = 3@0 N.
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The above assumption regarding the abscissa scale ‘is believed to
be reasonable enough in the range of 104 to 10B stress reversals.
However, in the lower range, i.e., up to roughly 3000 reversals or 10
recording intervals, the two curves cannot be compared.

COMPARISON OF RMS AND EXTRRME VALUE EXTRAPOLATIONS

It is evident from Figure 17 that the curves obtained by extreme
value data tend to converge to the curve obtained by the rms data.
Hence, in the practical range of full-scale stress measurements
covering about 1 ship-year to 100 ship-years, there seems to be good
agreement between the results obtained by the two methods and the
actual histogram results.

Figure 17 also shows a tendency for the extreme value extrapola-
tion to level off at very large values of n, while the rms extrapola-
tion continues to rise. Further investigation is required to determine
whether this difference in trends is real, and if so which method is
a more valid basis of extrapolating the observed data.
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Fig . 17 CompaP{sonof Long-Tern TPend.sof S?hess
Compu$ed f~ornr.m.s. Values and from
Extreme Values for !73J0Ships.
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It should be noted that the definition of ship-year is rather
flexible and dependent on the type of ship and its service. In the
case of the above ships, assuming perfect operation of the recording
equipment, it would be expected that each ship would spend 180 days
in the open sea, and the number of stress reversals would then be:

n = 300 x 6 x 18o = 3.24 x 10~,

assuming 300 stress reversals per 20-minute record and 6 records per
day.

Alternatively, in terms of records,

N=6X18O=1.O8X1O3

Thus for 100 ship-years, n = 3.24 x 107 and N is roughly 10s record
intervals. The present sample for the C4-S-BS class was drawn from
roughly 36~o records, and for the Mormacscan from only 400 records.

It should, however, be noted that the actual number of stress
reversals experienced in a ship-year would be greatar by a factor of
12 than the number recorded in 20-minute samples every .4hours, “i.e.,

n = 900 x 24 x 180 = 3.9 x 106, instead Of 3.24xIo~.

Care should be taken when interpreting the cumulative probability
curves in terms of ship-years for application to design.

The questi~n arises at to the preference between the extreme
value method and the procedure using rms values previously described.
The relative merits of the two approaches depend ultimately on the
level of reliability with which the short-term data fit a Rayleigh
distribution, particularly in the “tailsIl. If for the sake of argu-
ment the data were found to fit such a distribution very closely then
the rms value for each record interval would provide a precise pre-
diction of the expected highest value in such an interval. The actual
highest value in each interval, on the other hand, would represent
only one realization of the Rayleigh distribution and would therefore
be less suitable for use in further analysis.

But if the data fit to the Rayleigh distribution is poor, par-
ticularly in the “tails”, then it might very well be that the use of
the actual extreme values will give a better prediction.

Looking at it another way, we can consider that each 20-minute
record is a sample of’a 4-hour period durin~ which conditions may be
expected to remain essentially stationary. The question is, can we
characterize best the extremes during a L-hour period by use of the
rms value obtained in 20-minutes or of the highest value in 20 minutes?
The highest value in 4 hours may be greater than the highest recorded
in 20 minutes -- by an UIIknOWII amount. But if the Rayleigh distribu-
tion accurately describes the data, then the expected highest value
in 4 hours based on the 20-minute rms value should not only be more
reliable but can yield a measure of confidence, as well. Alternatively,
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other assumptions regarding the distribution of the extreme values are
now being studied, such as Gumbells first and third as asymptotes. It
is expected that the results obtained from this further study will
shed more light on the problem of extrapolating statistical data.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Conclusions

1) It has been shown that classifying ship stress data in res-
pect to wind force provides a basis for analysis of long-term trends
that takes into account the different weather conditions encountered
by different ships in service.

2) Using the two methods of stress data analysis presented here,
data obtained from several different ships on the same and on different
trade routes can be compared on the basis of non-dimensional wave
bending moment coefficients in the same “standard” weather distribu-
tions, extrapolated to long periods of time.

3) Both methods of analysis were found to yield long-term
distributions of stress that agreed very well with histogram data over
the limited period covered by the data (maximum of 3 ship-years); the
tw~ methods that could be extrapolated to longer periods of time also
showed g~od agreement within the range or interest (104 to 10 stress
reversals).

Recommendations

1) In order to provide a rational basis f~r a.quantative deter-
mination of wave bending moment requirements in the desi~n stage, it
is believed that further refinement and verification of the above
procedure are required. Possible sources of error in the results
presented in this report are:

(a) Low level of bending moment attainable in full-scale,
stress-bending moment calibrations suggests a possible
~ ~% error in calibrati~n factors.

(b) The form coefficient, c, used in estimating the con-
ventional static wave bending moment is an approxima-
tion and varies considerably with draft, indicating a
possible ~ s% deviation in results.

Further study of the data classified by season and by ship heading
should provide useful additional information.

2) Other types of ship should be investigated, such as the all-
natch container ship, the Great Lakes type ship, and floating struc-
tu??es. Refinements should include better oceanographic data, in
particular for severe weather conditions on different routes, as well
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as a better wind-wave relationship.

3) The possibility of experimenting with othertypes of proba-
bility distributions, such as Gumbells, appears promising, and future
work should be conducted along this line with special emphasis on the
leveling trend of the long-term distribution for long periods of
observation.

1) The use of’ model test results to predict long-term trends
should be pursued further, along with two alternatives:

(a) The use of standard model series which have been
tested extensively, such as Vossers!, so long as
the actual hull characteristics ar+ not too
different from those given by the series.

(b) The use of theoretical ship motion and bending
moment calculations based on strip theory prin-
ciples. It is feasible with present-day knowledge
to compute the response amplitude operators for
most hulls with a satisfactory degree of’accuracy
for that purpose, and thereby to make the entire
long-term prediction by calculation alone.
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APPENDIX A

Statistical Techniques

by

().J. Karst

Introduction

It is the purpose of this Appendix to clarify th~ meaning of the
long-term probability curves presented in the report (Figs. 2, 3, 6,
10, 12, 1s), to develop the statistical inference that may be made
about exceedances of a given stress (or bending moment) in one shipls
lifetime, or in the individual lifetimes of a fleet of ships, and to
discuss the confidence limits applicable to the long-term curves.

In the first place, it should be noted that the long-term curves
ap?ear to be stable from a statistical viewpoint. When curves were
developed for similar ships in the same service, or for the same ship
in different years, the curves were found to be very much alike.

Meaning of Scales on the Curves

The probability curves in this report are cumulative curves that
give the probability that a given stress Xj will be exceeded in one
half oscillation (reversal) of stress.

It will be useful to clarify the meaning of the scales on the
figures. The scale Q(X>Xj) is clearly a probability ranging from 1
on the right and decreasing toward zero logarithmically to the left.
Thus , for example from Fig. 10 we see that the probability that any
single observation of Xn will exceed 13 KPSI is 10-6. This should be
interpreted to mean that if we observe X many times, the ratio of’
exceedances at X = 13.0 KPSI to the total number of observations will
approach 10”Gas a limit. It specifically does not mean that we will
have exactly one such exceedance in every 106 o=rvations.

Just above this probability scale we see a scale of n, titled
“Number of Reversals,” and in Fig. 2 it is labeled “Number of Rever-
sals in which 1 Exceedance is Expected.’! We note that this scale is
the reciprocal of the probability scale. Its meaning is the number
~f reversals for which the ratio of the number of exceedances of Xj
to the observed average number of exceeda~ces will equal 1. This
implies that if many distinct blocs of 10 cycles were observed and
the number of times that the observed X exceeds Xj = 13.0 KPSI in
each ~loc recorded (note that this might range from O exceedances
to 10 exceedances in any particular bloc of 10G observations), then
the average of the number of exceedances per bloc of 106 observations
would approach 1 as a limit as more and more blocs were observed.
Again, it should be noted that while in this sense the expected
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number of exceedances in 106 observations is 1, the probability of

this happening in any one bloc may not be great.

With this understanding of the Q and n scales, one could add
a third scale of probability of’exceedance per year, taking into
acc~unt the number of reversals expected in the number of days the
ship will be at sea per year.

Statistical Inference from Probability Curves

The curves under consideration are actually misnamed in calling
them “Long-Term Probability.’r Actually they represent the p~obability
that Xj will be exceeded on ~ half-cycle or reversal. From a practi-
cal viewpoint this is of little interest. The attempt to extend this
to many cycles by means of the reciprocal scale (as discussed above)
is valid if correctly interpreted in the light of expected values,
but does not answer the basic questions:

1. What is the probability that X will be exceeded at least
Jonce by a ship in its lifetime.

2. Out of fi similar ships what is the probability that a,speci-
fied number of them will exceed Xj in their lifetimes?

We not proceed to a ccmsideration of question 1.

Let Q = probability that a specified Xj will be exceeded in one
cycle. This Q is read directly off the curves for whatever ship or
weather condition is under investigation. Thenp=l-Qis the
probability that the specified Xj will not be exceeded on one “cycle,”
i.e., half-cycle or r.eve~sal.

Let n be the number o
one shipls lifetime n

= ~o$ ‘eversals under consideration, e.g., for
● Then pn = probability of not exceeding

a given Xj in n reversals, and 1 - pn = probability of at least one
exceedance of X- in n reversals.J

Let P=l-pn. Thus, P is the answer to question 1. Note the
difference in meaning between P and Q.

We now consider question 2. Let R = number of ships under con-
sideration. This set of ships must be all of”one type and operating
under similar conditions to those which gave rise to the curve from
which Q is originally obtained.

_Let y be a random variable defined as the number of ships of the
set N that experience at least one exceedance of Xj in each of their
lifetimes. Clearly y is a non-negative integer such that O<y< N.
The entire problem is seen then to fit into the theory of the binomial
frequency function. Any one ship either does or does not have at
least one exceedance of Xj. The probability of at least one exceed-

-1
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ance is P as seen above. Hence, the frequency function of y is:

(i
i m-y

f(y) = y PY(l-P) ; y = o, 1, 2,.*.● ...R

If N is large (as it is her~ if fi= 100) and if fiPis small
(fiP<S) then the binomial frequency function is approximated by the
Poisson frequency function, and

-fiP
f(y) = e (iP)y

Y!

y=o,l,2 . ● . ● * ● . .N

is given.as follows: The ~robabilitvHence, the answer to qgestion 2
that exactly r of the N ships will experience an exceedanc~ of x+ in”
their lifetimes is f (r).

The Binomial Model

J

Let US now consider the case of one
detail in order to determine a stress or
a very small probability of exceedance.

ship!s lifetime in greater
bending moment that will have

If the probability of a certain basic event is Q, and if this
event is repeated n times, the random variable x, which is the number
of’occurrences of the basic event in the n trials, has the sample
spaceU = (0, 1, 2.....n .) The dens~ty function of x is agiin given
by the binomial probability model and is

f(x) =[;)QX (l-Q)n-x

In our problem, Q is the probability of exceedance of Xj, and n is
the number
take ~ = ~o%f ‘alf-oscillati~ns

in the lifetime of’a sh~p. We shall
. Hence, we have

( )f(x) = 108 Qx (1- Q)1d8- x
x

Due to the large value of n this expression would be unwieldy to use.
However, in our applications the following conditions will always hold:

Q<<l

n>>l

nQ < 5

i
..L
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Under these conditions the binomial model is closely approximated by
the Poisson density function,+ which we now consider.

The Poisson Model

The Poisson density function is a one parameter, denumerably
infinite, discrete function. It is stated as:

f(x) = mxx;-m

It can be shown that the parameter m is both the population mean and
the population variance. Under the conditions stated, the Poisson
density function approximates the binomial density function with

m=nQ

Hence, in our case we have

f(x) = (~Q)xe“nQ
x!

as the density function for x, the number of exceedances or a given
Xj. Note the clear distinction between x, the random variable, and Xj,

the stress whose exceedances we are discussing. It is only a coinci-
dence that similar symbols are used.

One Ship!s Lifetime

We now formulate our problem. In one shipis
n = 10s oscillations, what is the stress Xj, such
that the ship will not exceed it is equal to .99?

lifetime, i.e.,
that the probability

This implies that in the above equation we have f(0) = .99 si-nce
x = O is the condition for no exceedances in D trials. Hence

f(o) = (nQ)Oe-nQ = .99,
0!

or, since n = 108

e-Q~108 = .99
●

Using a table of exponential functions it is found that

..,.
“Dixon and Massey, Introduction to Statistical Analysis, McGraw-

Hill, P. 1%.
—

-
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e-””l = .990050, or with reasonable accuracy

e-.01 = ●99*

Hence -Q.108 = .01, or’

~ = 1o-1o

This is the value of Q with which we enter a probability curve such
as Fig. 2 or Fig. 10, and read off on the left vertical scale the
desired Xj, which is the solution of the problem stated at the begin-
ning of this section. In other words, if we design a ship with this
x
J

the probability is .99 that the ship will never exceed this Xj in
i & lifetime.

Due to the fortuitous circumstance that e“=O1 = .99, it is possible
t~ use the long-term curves in a simple nomographic procedure, to find
the design stress X“

$
for any given number of oscillations n (so long

as the conditions s ated on p. 47 are met). Note that if we follow
the procedure above with a general n, we have,

~-nQ = .99,

-nQ = .01,

Q = lo”2n-l-

Hence, we may enter the curve with the desired n in the reciprocal Q
scale, along the bottom, go two units of 10 to the left, go up to the
curve, and then read off the desired Xj on the left Scalek This means,
referring to Fig. 2, that for a shipls lifetime of n = 10

at n = ,o~~~ects

, the stress
that one to be exceeded once is the value read from the curve

But if we wish to know the stress for which there is a
probability of 0.99 that it will not be exceeded in ~he ship’s life-
tlme, we must read the value corresponding to n = 10 .

Fleet of Shi~s

Let us consider a fleet of N similar ships operating in the same
weather conditions which gave rise to the particular curve used. The
expected number of ships that wil~ not exceed the design stress X“ in
their individual lifetimes is .99N. 2The probabilistic ngture of his
statement must be kept clearly in mind. For example if N = 200, then
we would expect that 198 of them would have no exceedances of Xj in
their lifetimes. However, in any particular bloc of 200 ships, the
number of them that have no exceedances is a random variable which has
a sample space O, 1, 2.....198, 199, 200. If we took many, many blocs
of 200 ships, the average of the numbers in each bloc that have no
exceedances would approach 198 as a limit.
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Confidmce Interval of Points on the Curves

Although the curve itself may be very stable statistically, the
individual points’on the curve may not be. The theory for the varia-
tion of such points is outlined in the Band Report (~), and in Jasperls
paper (18). The mathematical treatment may be round in detail in
Cramer, Mathematical Theory of Statistics, page 369. By means of
this theory, the desired confidence interval of the various points on
the curve may be determined. According to Jasper, the quantile under
analysis should not be too extreme. Since we are interested in extreme
values, caution should be used. If we calculated the confidence inter-
vals at the lower quantiles, it may be possible to extrapolate the
curves to the hipher values. Cramer in his development of the theory
makes no such restriction, but since the method is at best an approxi-
mation, Jasperls warning should be heeded.

The curves of Fig. 9 of the rePort are calculated from data
obtained from individual ships. If one of the ships, e.g., S.S.
Wolverine State were to collect another set of data, another set of
curves sim=to but not exactl like those would eventuate.

+—
If the

same ship were to ~1= st 11 another and another such set, we
would have a statistical sampling of each of the seven curves of Fig.
9. Curve III, for example, would vary with each set of data. It is
the purpose of this discussion to establish so-called “conf5.dence”
limits on this variation of each of the curves, so that we can say
that 67% OP 90% or ~% of all such curves will lie within these
confidence limits.

We consider Table II1 which
F
ives the tabulation of @ for five

weather groups. In each group, E is normally distributed,~ and from
these data the curves of Fig. 9 are calculated following the theoreti-
cal development in Reference (~). If we can analyze how the data of
Table 111 would vary statistically with repeated sampling then it
should be possible to ascertain the desired confidence limits on the
curves of Fig. 9. We know that the distribution of @ is given by

f (JE) =
, -(@ - mi)2

@%l Si 2 Si2

where mi and si are the sample mean and standard deviation of the ith
weather group. Now, as we repeat the basic experiment (i.e., the
collection of data for the Wolverine State), we should expect mi and
si to vary randomly, and thus establi~new f(m) for each sample.
There is strong evidence that si does not vary significantly, at least
from sea state to sea state in any one sample. It WOUld seem reason-

%ee Appendix B.
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able therefore to assume that si would not vary significantly from
one sample to another. This assumption will therefore be made.

We then consider the variation of mi from sample to sample in any
one sea state. It is well known that the sample mean ~ of a normal
distribution is also normally distributed with the same meanfl as the
original distribution and standard deviation given bym/@y where r
is the standard deviation of the original distribution and n is the
sample size.

Applying this theory to the case in hand, we then know ~ha~ mi,
the sample mean, is normally distributed aboutfliwith a standard
deviqtion ~i , wherefii and ~i are the unknown normal parameters of
the Ith weather group. Therefore (if we want, for example, the 90%
confidence limit),

Since in each weather group n is large we can replace the unknown ~
bY the known si. Hence :

This establishes the confidence limit on
r

i , the theoretical mean
of @ for each weather group.

Connecting the end points of these confidence intervals for each
weather group will result in the desired confidence limit curves.
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APPENDIX B

Statistical Tests

by

Dan Hoffman

The Chi-squared Test

Goodness of fit tests arise when we wish to test the compara-
bility of a set of observed frequencies with their expected (or theo-
retical) frequencies.

z
The ~ distribution may be used to test how well a sample dis-

tribution agrees with a theoretical distribution, the latter being
deduced from the sample. The comparison is made on the basis of the
observed and the theoretical frequencies for a
intervals of the variable of the distribution.
examines the whole sample distribution at once
theoretical distribution, and is in this sense
examination of a sample mean, sample variancey

suitable set or class
Thus the ~zprocedure
in relation to the
more general than
etc.

LetXl, X2 ........ Xn be a sample of values of X, and let the
range of’X be divided into r class intervals Xl < X < X2, X2<X <X3,
Xr g x 4 Xr +1- Suppose the number of values Xi from the sample
falling in each interval is fl, f2 .*.#.... r~, respectively. Suppose
that the relative frequencies in these same intervals expected in the
theoretical distribution are El, g2 ........ gr so that the numbers of
the values expected in the c~ass intervals from a sample of n are:
f“l = ngl, f> = ng2 ..... fr = ngr, respectively. The X2test is
concarned with the difference between fiand fi for all classes of
intervals. Thus :

‘X2=i~l [(fi - ‘~)2/fi]= i% (fi2/ngi) -n

Iffi are exactly equal to f:, we have a “perfect fit” and %2= O.
Thus , large values of Xzwill tend to discredit the hypothesis tha~
the data fit the theoretical distribution, and smaller values of~
tend to confirm the hypothesis.

For moderately large values of n, the distribution of’the test
statistic given in the formula above is approximately the chi-square
distribution having r-1 degrees of freedom. In practice, it is desir-
able that n~i ~ s for each is and this can be achieved by regrouping,
if necessary, into other classes.
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Test of fit of sample to normal distribution

To test the hypothesis, that sample Xl, Xa ........ Xm, has been
drawn from a normal population of variable X with unknown parameters
m and ~ , the following tests were taken:

r class intervals for X were selected. The sarmle freauencv in
class inte~val i is fi . Let ~i be the mid-point of’the it~ int~rval,

h the length of
a sample size n
is :

the intervals. The number of values of X from
which we expected to fall in the ith interval I

fi

where the integral extends over the ith interval.

~’= f (17.i- ‘j)’/rji =1

2

If ~as obtained above appear to be too large, indicating a
poor fit, when using the actual m and ~ of the sample, then
estimates of m and ~ which minimize

x
can be obtained as follows:

~%-m ‘l/n ~ fi~i
i=1 *

G-*2 = I/n =~1 fi( ~i. m+:)2 ~ h2/12

Thus m%”and ~ 3*are the new parameters defining the normal dis-
tribution representing the sample. The last term, involving h2,
is Sheppardls c rrection for using the midpoint of the X interval.
The limiting ~ 2 distribution has r-s degrees of freedom (D.F.).
It should be noted that one degree of freedom was deducted for
each parameter estimated. Since D.F..= r - l,when there are r
cells and the cell probabilities knownj it follows that D.F. =
r - 1 -b when the cell probabilities depend on b parameters.
In the above case, b = 2, and thus D.F. = r - 3.

In the tables below are five Weather Groups representing 30
voyages of the Wolverine State tested separately, as well as the
combination of all Weather Groups. The number of cells in the
group (r) varied between S and 8, and the degrees of freedom from
2 to 5. It may be seen that ~z varies from .09s to 11.75, whereas
for a perfect fit ~2 should equal O. The significance of the
actual values can best be judged by making use of the E values
that are also given in the tables. E is defined as “level of
significance’+ and it is equal to the probability that a random
sample of data could deviate from the expected distribution, and
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CHI SQUARE TESTS

S.S. WOLVERINE STATE (30 VOYAGES)

WEATHER GROUP I

(fi - f~)2
(fi - f;)2 f~

2.5-2.95 21 19.05 3.8o

2.0-2.45 49 57.73 7.81

1.5-1.95 183 17S.23 6.80

1.0-1.45’ 270 271.s9 5.81

.5- .95 310 299.32 11~.00

0 - ●45 232 244.87 166.00

~fi = 1069 X2”

number of group = 6

degrees of freedom = (n-1)-2 = 3

<= .713

WEATHER GROUP 11

+3 fi f; (f’i,- f;)2

.18

.14

.04

.02

●34

.65

1.37

3.0-3.45 22

2.S-2.9S 61

2.0-2.45 127

1.5-1.95 252

1.0-1.45 246

●5- .95 177

0 - ●45 77

~f’i . 962

21.8S .02

64.32 7.20 ●11

159.36 104.00 .65

253.44 2.07 .01

235.20 116.30 .~o

158.40 275.00 1.74

67.2o 96.00 u?

p= 4.51

n = 7
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WEATHER GROUP III

B fi
(fi

f; (fi
- f(12

- f;)2 r~

3.5-3.95

3.0-3.45

2.5-2.95

2.0-2.45

1.5”1.95

1.0-1.45’

S- .95

0 - .45

Zfi =

n=8

i=s

E= .225

85

123

35

21

6

422

12.46

42.20

78.91

113.10

101.28

50.64

18.57

4.64

6.41

.04

37.00

98.00

39.ilo

205.20

5*92

1.72

●47

.87

.38

4.07

.32

d

x2= 6.98

WEATHER GROUP IV

a
(fi

fi f: (fi
- f;)2

- fi)2 f:

3.5-3.95

3.0-3.45

2.s-2.9s

2.0-2.45

1.5-1.95

1.0-1.45

.5- .95

~fi.

n = 8

;=5
E =.048

8

21

53

53

21

Is

6

177

7.33 ●45

21.77 .59

44.08 119.50

43•54 89.60

36.28 233.s0

17.88 8.30

6.o4

X2 =

.06

●03

2.71

2.04

6.45

.~6

11.75
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WEATHER GROUP V

4.0-4.45 4 5.12 1.25 .24

3.5-3.95 11 8.62 5.66 .65

3.0-3.45 10 9.74 ●07

2.5-2.95 4 5.18 1.39 .27

2. O-2*1$ 4 4.19 0.04 .01

Efi = 33
x
2= 1.16

n = 5

C= .6o

SUMMATION OF ALL WEATHER GROUPS

n fi f; (fi - f~)2
(fi - f;)~

fi

4.0-4.45

3.5”3.95’

3.0-3.45

2.5-2.9s

2.0-2.45

1.5-1.95

1.0-1.45

0.5- .95

0 - .45

~fi.

n =.9
:=6
c= .095

13

49

127

224

321

548

559

~06

317

26s4

14.01

43• 74

117.59

206.73

369.7

548.71

562.37

477.34

318.21

1.02

27.70

88.50

233.S0

2367.00

821.S0

1.46

.07

.63

=75

1.12

6.43

.02

1.72

10.75

—
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it is given in standard tables as a function of XZ and degrees of
freedom. In the ideal case of a perfect fit, its value should be
1.0. Standard texts (lB) suggest that a value of O.0~ is some-
times arbitrarily assumed to be the limit below which there is
doubt that the sample really comes from the assumed distribution.
On this basis, 5 out of the 6 cases tested can be acce ted without
reservation. 8In the case of Weather Group IV, E = .04 . However
the degree ~f fit is not as good as in the other cases. Hence,
the hypothesis that the experimental points fit a normal distri-
bution can be given only marginal acceptance.

It should be further noted, as pointed out by previaus investi-
gators, (2B) (18), that for the type of record in which there is a
considerable probability of error in the measurement, and where the
records taken every four hours are not completely independent, the
hypothesis should not be rejected for ~ > .0001 (2B). On the basis
of this criterion there would be no doubt that all cases are accep-
table.

IB. “Handbook of Probability and Statistics with Tables,” by
Burlington and May, Handbook Publishers, Inc., Sandusky, Ohio,
Reprint 19s8.

213* ‘lStresses and Motion Measurements on Ships at Sea,” Parts I, II
and III, Swedish Shipbuilding Research Foundation, Repats No.
13 and 15, 19s8, 19s9.
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